
A I be r to P e· r e z · G om e z 

" Ceci Tuera Cela " 

or 

Arc~itecture Deconstructs Ni~ilism 

CHARACTERS 

The lover 
The World 

An androgynous choir (always invisible, off stage and behind 
the spectators) 

Th~ play should be performed slowly, during twenJy.jour hours of 
uperienJialtime. /1 should /art as long as /M day. from sunrise to sunset. 
TMr~ ar~ M ifllermissions. The appropriate rhythm will dictate IM 
inlervals between scenes. (Please Mte left and right a.r tkMted in IM 
following script irrvariably refers to the spectators' poifll of view. 
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SCENE I 

At the beginning,thestag~ is fully visible, although almost com· 
pleJ~ly dark. lt consists of a vertical sectwn, showing two distinct places 
separated by the plaN! of the horizon. The play will unfold like a 
mysterious mechanism inflicted with spherical perspective, disclosing the 
structure of the book. The upper scene reveals the familiarairportwaiting 
room with its glazed reflections and the rising sun. The Lover, silting on 
a soft moulded plastic chair, hand on suitcase, isabouttowake up. Barely 
discernible to the left,the city can be seen in the distance. On the right, the 
embarkalion gate leads towards total darkness. The mobile lounge is 

absent. 
The lower part of the sectwn shows the bedroom with which w~ 

are also familiar. The Lover liesnak.edonhisbed,facedown, apparently 
deep in dreams. The slight morning brume is dissipating and amidst more 
pronounced shadows, the cracks on the wall that had becoml! a map are 
gone. Behind the man still crouches a large cat with enormous bat-like 
wings outlined lJy the faint greenish light. In the rear stage, the sky 
corresponds to the black space of the upper realm, while a dm-k, jrery 
maelstrom (a dangerous whirlpool not far from the Norwegian coast), is 
the background under the horizontal dividing line. Eyes, large jr.sh, 
crosses, eyebrows or black elongated birds, balances and broken bound
ary landmarks are among the heavenly signs that can be barely seen, all 
disappearing. while in the foreground the marwneJte wires that extend 
between the places of the upper realm and the body of the sleeping Lover 
becoml! clearer and conspicuous, like the traces of shooting stars in the 
darkest firmament. 

While the action develops in the airport scene, the sleeping 
Lover in his room remains more or less motionless. Only the wires of 
destiny vibrate with greater intensity or become warmer as the events 
unfold. 

TheplaybeginswhentheLover,disoriented,openshiseyesand 
finds himselfinth£171(I2eofsteeland glass. His clothes are wet andsticlcy 
from sweating, and he is visibly overtaken by bitterness. An intensely 
bright, yellow sunlight spreads over the upper stage, glaring through a 
very low circular cUJ-oUl, aboUJfivefeet in diameJer.No other light is used. 

THE LOVER (addressing an intangible vision): Oh Polyal Where are you, 
my pleasure? You are mine ... you were mine ... she was mine. Vanished 
with my dream. The clearest of dreams. perfectly recoverable. A divine 
intimation? Just before sunrise, a crepuscular dream that filled only the 
inftnitely shon instant preceding orgasm. The experience of zero. My hand 
sliding onherthighand atthepreciscmoment when the tightly articulated 
limbs finally yield, revealing the Void, then the dream stops, as if my inner 
being had opted for temporal space, chaos and life over the seduction of 
death and its promise of a non-dualistic vacuity! 

THE CHOJR: The magician's power is the power of Eros, manipulation 
through passion and seduction, remaining ultimately unfulfilled in our 
temporal world. We are the victims of the artist and yet, this is om only 
hope for meaning, our sole alternative to catch a glimpse of the absolute. 

THE LOVER: My brief dream was chased away by the sun, who was 
perhaps ;ealous of my power and happiness; it was vaporized by the light 
that denies a lOmb tO my Poly a and. indeed. a.ll building designed in the 
imagcoflove. The light that ultimatelyoblitcrates the geometric incandes
cence, the coinciding poim of life and death, may thus also destroy 
civilization. This light must come to an end! 
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THE CHOIR: According 10 the ancient Egyptians, the word "dream" de
rives from the verb "10 awaken." And the sun is a two-way bridge of ftre 
between Being and Non-Being. 

TiiE LOVER: The millennium is approaching. We have flirted with 
reason for three thousand years. Moving perennially from East to West, 
wehavelived in the twilighL Now it's time for lhenight, for the age of 
awakening. We must escape through the gap in time that allows us 10 

reverse our direction and come back 10 our non-dualistic origin. 

TilE CHOIR: The fmnarnent can no longer be addressed by ils given 
name. Jacob's ladders collapse without a sound.. Everything is upside 
down and all that is squareisround.lbeMilky Way: ammon.iaca.J vapoUIS 
shining in empty space and bursting forth absurdly like the tean of a 
broken egg. the mucus of a dazzled eye or the opalescent offal of the 
shattered skull ofhumanity.lt is only a gap of astral spenn and heavenly 
urine, the true subslallce of communion! Heaven gradually turns into !tell 
and people must gradually turn into birds. 

THE LOVER: Adam found Eve at the time of awakening. That is why 
women ere so beautiful. The richest occurrences come 10 us long before 
our consciousness realizes iL When om gaze stops in the visible, we are 
already in love with the invisible. Intimate destiny! Yom absence in death 
does not deny 10 poetry the power 10 give us youth and convey wonder. to 
animate space and 10 articulate lhe speech of genuine thought. Death is not 

an event, but a substance, and true poetry an awakening. Let us proceed 
into a night dream, again into myth! 

TilE CHOIR: Love may not be genetically efficient, but it perpetuale.S hu
manity through metempsychosis by willing death away. Man. born poet, 
is not a creation of necessity, he is the creation of desire. 

THEWVER (standing up and facing the audience): The utemal world 
is not made ofi.nanimatematter .No impersonal laws are at all operational. 
All is flesh and the chiasm has been revealed. ThedeathofPolyamust be 
avenged. Catastrophe must ensue. or om ultimate transformation into 
objects will persist. 

TilE CHOIR: You know how it alwa)'S is, and yet humanity remains deaf 
to the call for authenticity. Will weeverbealrest? So many times already! 
The same ending once again? Will you not fmally belie,·e in reality? 1ne 
dream must be trusted. You have the divine in you, but beware of coveting 
the spurious. Or else you will never win out! 

THE LOVER: 'There is a certain point in the mind, now at last 8CCeSSible, 
from which reality and the imaginary. the past and the future. the 
communicable and the incommunicable. life and death. all cease 10 be 
perceived in a contradictory way. 

T~ lover t~n proceeds to Slop the sun from rising. ll~ places 
his suitcase on a low table upstag~ ONl o~ns iJ with a delibt:rau fP'IOiion, 
totally exposing its coftlents.l/e e.xJrociS [arSI t~ book of poetry. • Refl«· 
tions" isthetitleofthe colledwn, bwthisisperhapsno ltMg~r important 
for IN spectators. He I1UI rmwves the pulsaling,shiny sph.u~ which, as 
it is held much closer to the proscenium plaM, hides tN artificial sun 
compl~uly. 
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SCDiED 

The sphericti! depth has now become d011W14111, analogous to 
the luu1'1011 eye. The corn·DIJioliQ/ experience of puspective begmf to 
coilapst.. The ~~-piece, actn'ated b) the s1111, will soon .ttop. The end of 
the play coincides wiJit the end of the boot. The present reading is 23:23. 
At this mlJmD'IJ ,the strFKture oft he work. is disclosed as a superfluous geo
m£1rical illStru.menJ for the archilect to measure in Iter body the longest 
possibu day, preciselycalclllaled during the Summer solstice,the 21 sr of 
J lVII: a160 degrees North lalitutk. The vertical stage, wit la its strUCiure of 
Kirt:s lite a Keb oft~ meridians, is still visible, bill now sums to be 
con.:aind wi1lain the projecti011S of the sphere, which also reflects the 
conun:softhe srtitcase (this may be acJriE,;ed through an ingenious S)Slcm 

of lmses t:nd mirrors). 
The Lover contirwu to hold the sphere with fascinaJion., proba

bly aware ofils import ani flUid ion as a geographical inszrwnen.t and map. 
it is now dear thaJ il has ID'Idergone a process of crystalliuuion, by 
becoming smal1u and more pure. K'Uh resoluu motions,he then extracts 
a tool from his suitcase. As soon as he grasps the tool in his hand, the 
sphere appears intimately provoked. ShaK-ing his greaJ expertise, he 
begins carving the object. His cou.nten.ance shaws an expression of 
S1rength and delighl, typical of the craftsman in the ocr of creation.lt is 
peifmly evid.enJ thaJ he is making an orifice, perJuJps evenrually a 
cirCIIl.ar orifice, very dark and profound. Afru being carefully polished. 
the blad: crystal resembles lh.e pupil of an eye, or 1he inside of an egg, 
~ll!irely void of lighr. 

THE WVER: The time has come for the end. The sun will no longer rise 
and the crystal v.ill oblitcrale the dualism of shadow and lighL 

TilE CHOIR: In its implosion. the sphere will turn to be the darlc sky, 
synthesizing the space of the heavens and internal space. like the original 
mat pearl congealed in a heavy, fundamental water. Light will become 
corporeal and the matter of objects celestial. 

THE LOVER: This sphere acts like an uncanny anamorphic mirror that 
distorts orrlinazy objecu as they are projected outwards. The distorted 
objects, which are now real. reflect back on the incomprehensible. 
mOIUirous mirror. A key to our nightmarish jumble rests with the mirror 
reflecting the eye of the spectator, the black hole that I hold in my hands, 
the von.ex of emptiness that will fmallyabsorband liberate all ofhumanity. 

THE CHOIR: Liule by liule the black hole will turn itself inside out. 
sca:tering in a spin-weighted harmonic motion. Neutrinos, electromag
netic and graviw.ion.al forces will trealc through the barrier of reflecting 
metal or crystal surfaces. This lime the sphere will not be caprured by the 
stratagems of r~ and man will slOp imitating his ~J~CeStors. From 
within the fertilized egg-cell at the moment of conception, the world will 
appear as pure concavity, as space: Malwm. A new mode of dwelling on 
the earth. probably free from gravity in the conventional sense, will 
necessarily follow.Beyond theabsolute-event-hori7..on we will be able to 
TOUCH the invisible light. remaining impervious 10 violent l.OI'oidal 
forces. Men and women will increasingly reduce in si;o.e in order 10 share 
the fmite surface until, aftu the year 20,000, hwnanuy will adopt the 
dt.mension of zero. nnu the human race will ultimately vanish in a 
d1gnified manner and auain infinity. 
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The sphoical projection bee~ filled wiJh a dull yellow lighl 
in crescendo (the colour ofsand). The light mwnaJes from the surface of 
ajloaling square, illScribed in the sphue.lttumsfirst to brown and then 
dark red which then becomes brighler (the colour of blood), while the 
lwminous surface metamorphosizes into a triangle. Next the /iglu changes 
to a dark-bllu gray,followed by violet and then dirty grem, emergingfrom 
the lower part oft he sphere which now appears like afku semi-circle (the 
colour of the sea). Gradually the circle compll!les iJse/f.the lighl becomes 
more orange and finally incandescent yellow, turning into the brig Illest 
blue (the colour of 1100n), a radial ion so glaring thal the spectators are 
forced to c/o~ their eyes. The sphere is now so large thaJ iJ is no longer 
noticeable. 

TilE CHOIR: A man slaying a bull, a vulture eating the liver! The 
scrutinized sun can be identified with a mental ejaculation. foam on the lips 
and an epileptic crisis. No longer the preceding sun that had made the 
objects visible, epitome of beauty and goodness. The scrutinized sun is 
horribly ugly and yet. death by the consumption of fue is the least solitary 
of deaths. A true cosmic death that takes the whole universe with it! 

SCE!'\Eill 

Alllhe shadows in the upper stage have become permanent, re
gardlessofthererina/fluctualionsoflighl. Theobjecrshaveshiftedintheir 
relarivepositiollS, as di!pth has conrinued to collapse. The scene, however, 
is similar to the beginrUng of the play. A premoni1ion of l011ghler and 
catastrophe. The Lover now holds nothing in his hands. He slan.d.s up and 
walks grace[ ully to thumbarkat ion gare. Facing the abysmal darkness on 
the righl. oblique to backstage, he arrives ar rheedgeof a platform. As soon 
as he stops, very simple dance music is heard, the precise opposite of 
Wagner. 

TilE CHOIR: It is the time of awakening: the time of poetry which is the 
saying of the truth; the time for the realization of the dream. 

TilE WVER: The round-dance of thought must now conclude and 
become gesrure. but not a fertility ritual. Depth is on top and our destiny 
is to overcome heaviness. But wings are useless. The force of flight is in 
the dancing feet and flying is no longer forbidden. To will is to fly, to will 
with optimism the liberation of humanity. 

Jumping slightly, the Lover slrik.es the earth with his heels. 
Arching lais body from the feel to the nape of the neck, he becomes inflllitely 
vertical and rises inlo the freedom of night. /le really flies, [U'ILJlly 
delached. The upper .ftage is now dark. We can only see the marioneue 
wires that appear like shooting slars (conti1111ing into the unperlurbed 
lower secrion ofth.e s1age), and tluo Lover's body,freefrom gravity 

TilE CHOIR: Ooo-oo-ooo. The experience of ;oero in a unified field of 
5pacc-time. By means of a 5Ustained action from this quantum field. 
through powerful ceramic superconductors, it is possible to modify the 
curvature of space-time geometry so that the body can rise and climb in 
any chosen direction. 

The Fifth Column maga1in e 
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TM lover conJituus ascending, very slowly. 

THE CHOIR: Being is becoming and thereisnopresentor substance. only 
vacuity. Deeper, more profound, simple and essential than love itselfl 

TM lover pursu.es his strictly vertical levitation, avoiding any 
impression of swimming or drifting towards IM East or West. His deep 
breathing is noticeabk. TM atmosphere is absolutely odorkss, wilhoUl 
memories or spurious desires. 

THE CHOIR: The substance of freedom is air, because air is nothing and 
gives nothing. This is the greatest gift. 

THE LOVER (his voice now having an uncanny androgynous tone): 
Listen inside my head. I rise in the supreme voyage that goes nowhere 
along the horizon, desiring to reach the ocean in the depths of the sky that 
is never visible during the day. To become one with the primordial plasma, 
the opaque clarity or shade that is more brilliant than the light of the sun. 
Cold fue in the night, the semen of the universe, origin of a new sun. 

THE CHOIR: Night synthesized with the light of love. Real llight is 
always blind. Forever rising towards the cold, high and silent place 
integrated with our own Being. 

Whik the scene stays UIIChanged and the slow, undisturbed 
ascenJ oft M lover conJinues,the voice now comLr distinctly from tM lower 
sectionofthestagewhere:MbodyoftheLover remainsmotioni.essontM 
bed. 

THE LOVER: I saw myself partaking from the world of light. All was a 
rainbow of coloured light, yellow, red, green, blue and white. I experienced 
an overwhelming nostalgia for the colours of the world while I was earned 
outside myself by the violence of the presence. I wanted to fly in the air, 
but I noticed there was something resembling a piece of wood at my feet 
which prevented me from taking flight I kicked the ground with violent 
emotion and rose, shooting forth like an arrow from the bow. Suddenly I 
saw that Black Light had enveloped the entire univme. Rays of light 
joined in me and rapidly pulled the whole of my being upward Finally I 
reached the sphere of spheres, without quality or dimension and I was 
annihilated, losing consciousness. When I came back to myself I realiz.ed 
that this absolute light was 1. Whatever fills the universe is I; other than 
myself there IS emptiness. 

THE CHOIR: The yes and the no have been left behind. Now the formless 
is. In the perpetual present the soundless is, total and unending. 

TM levitating body in tM uppu stage now starts to varU.rh, a 
darlc vapour transformed inlo blaclc space and cosubstantial willt tM 
pleroma. Whik this happens, tM marion6te wires are pwlkd in all 
directions, becoming tt!ll.fe and incandescenJ. The MUd body of tM 
Lovu,lyingface oown on his bed, shows Wldisg~d signs of uciJemcnl 
through mot1on, rubbing his groin and fw against tM surface of tM 
sheets. 
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THE CHOIR: Love is the fun scientific hypotlais for the objective re
production of fire. the origin and apocaiYJlle of culrure. Prometheu.t was 
a vigorous lover. 

TM body of tM Lover now appears fragmenled.ln every limb 
there is a whole body, tM gestures ofluuno.ni.ly are present in every part. 
Bwthe geruJLr of each limb is definitely not recognizabk. Beo.wifwlly 
crafted piece.s rub against one anotMr and become visibly inflamed. 

THE CHOIR: The fue is not pure any more, it has been stolen from the 
gods. Desire is genetically inefficient, but it abides at the root of Jmman 
order. Infmity remains and humanity endures between an eclipsed 
Beginning and a glaring Beyond: a rwo-way tt&ffJC that discloses the 
architecture of the Desh of the world. We await 

Twodelicau hands carefully ta.lcea long and er eel piece of j7.esh 
and slide it into a dry fwure. Always two hands. Slowly and deliberauly 
they rub it, patiently roUJJing and wailing. TM work has a rlr]tlrm which 
is accompanied by other mol ions, prilnilive 17UI.ric and song. After a few 
mimlles of expert craftsmanship a new order has bun created. TM 
primordial tlialectic of soft and hard has been synthesized in a novel, 

intimate substance. Neither a tat in tM past, pupelually absent, nor a 
pure and t!lernal presence of notlting. Ra~Mr, tM fwure universal 
language: I M bodily fragment..saretotally mveloped by alwmid, invisible 
dtulcfve.TheandrogynousMad, placedontMpillow,suddenlyopDISits 
eyes in an orgiastic exprusion of death. Depth has now colliJpsed 
compktely. TM shifting objects have all dissolved inJo :M centre. The 
stage becomesabsolwely pitch blac/c.No more games of appearance. The 
last images to vanish are a view of the planet from Olller space and the 
deolh-bed in :M room. 

From tM planL of :M t!llrlh., dividing :M b/aclcspace above and 
the dtuJ:fve bdow, thepanicipantsca.nfeel :M ema.na1ion of an intense 
heat. They brealhe deeply, wilh a delibuate. musical rh]thm, czending 
tMirSD~Saandopeningeveryporeof:Mirbodiu.TheyjiNJJJJexperimce 

:M omnipresent coincidence of desire and fulfi./moal: their i.ndivid.wJ1 
compkte.ness as necessary participants i.n :M contirwum of life. TM new 
light, diffused in infi.ni.Jespace, is obviously diu/c. Bwt the obscure prt!SOia 
of :M Lover's tomb is Ulldeniabk: the first ardlilectwe of a new age fi'IIJde 
wilh :M spectators' own flnh, primordial substance of inlufMSed mind 
and matter, tM fowl coincidence, supreme apex of an.alogy. TM inlimale, 
warm emanation radiatingfrom tM tomb, capable of peN!lraling beyond 
the surface of things and pruenl to all the W'I.St!S, is ours fouver to /cup 
and share. 

Albuto Plrn-G6mn is tM Bronfmim Professor of Arcltilutural H i.story 
a1 McG ill University. He has taught and lectured i.n ~UVnDous schools of 
architecture in Europe and North America, and is tM ai/Jhor of Arehir«.-
1\lte and the CrisiS of Modem Science (MfT Press, 1983). TIUs anick is 
part of a forthcoming work MlM relationship be/wan eroticism and 
architecture in the drNm ofPoliphilo ( 1499). 
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